
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

She _______________________ scorn if she could have summoned it.1.
(exhibit)

If she had but had wings like a dove,
__________________________________ to warn her friends!
2.

(how gladly/she/fly/?)

You ______________________ me, on the river.3. (not/leave)

He ______________________ himself, but strove in vain to do so.4.
(release)

That she loved me I should not have doubted; and I might have been easily
aware that, in a bosom such as hers, love _____________________ no
ordinary passion.

5.

(reign)

If your father had been alive, he __________________ on you and turned
you out of doors.
6.

(spit)

I know there is something on your mind or you
__________________________ me in here.
7.

(not/summon)

It couldn't be much that was wrong, or he _____________________.8.
(not/go)

It __________________ very nice, wouldn't it?9. (be)

She _______________________ to listen to what they had to say.10.
(not/care)

There was nothing she ______________________ to make her
comfortable.
11.

(not/do)

It could only be used by one object at a time, which was a good thing, as
a number speaking at once ____________________ great confusion.
12.

(cause)
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Renee, __________________________ then to rest my head upon your
shoulder, or to transport myself to the days when my grandmother made the
life of these rooms?

13.

(what/I/give/?)

Your boy __________________ you to stick it.14. (tell)

If the police had come, they _____________________ I was guilty.15.
(think)

_________________________ fitter that she should have been sent at
once to some actual poor-house in which there would have been no mistake
as to her position?

16.

(it/not/be/?)

If I hadn't been in love it __________________ a fine comedy.17. (be)

If they had been brave men they _____________________ to fight, and
we should have captured every one of their ships.
18.

(stop)

__________________________ to his explanations, accepted the fact
that his work was worth the cost of a few lives so that future billions of human
beings might be saved?

19.

(you/listen/?)

An observer _______________________ how to class him.20. (hesitate)
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